
grammar notes

The general sentence order in Chrau is Subject -

I?
rVn?b^?ct - Anh sty nlfch 'I eaw him', listings of

the following word classes can be found in See. 14 of
the vocabulary.

Initial particles, such as time, some emphaticWgatires, and questions, come before the Subieot.
Aheq &nh a&y n&h 'Then I saw him'

«+* ?*?£? f° ** ^^resting group of semi-onomatopo-
eic initial adverbs which also come before the Sub-Wt. Phut nSh ltih 'Suddenly he appeared.'
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Preverbal auxiliaries come between the Subiect
and the Terb. Anh §a fill ***** 'I didn't see him.

'

These are mostly negatives and no dale.

Pinal particles are sentence medals conveying
the attitude of the speaker. Anh sftv n»h tm 'I saw
him indeed..'

There are a few prepositions (locatives). Anh
s&y n3h u nhi 'I saw him in the house. 1

Adverbs, indicating the intensity or course of
the action, follow the Terb (or sometimes the Objcet).

Anh s&y neh ditt f I saw him continually. 1

Classifiers are obligatory when counting. The
classifier comes between the numeral and the noxut
du rawfiy ohhe 'one piece of string'.

Connectives are found both within sentences and
between sentences, and usually come between the elem-
ents being joined.

Sxolamations are independent sentences, but they
are more likely to come at the beginning than the end
of a discourse.

Vocabulary arrangement

This vocabulary is arranged by general areas of
meaning, grouping together words with somewhat simi-

lar meanings. Iteny of these groupings are self--
explantory, whfie other groupings and divisions may
not be clear to the reader. So we beg the reader's
indulgence if he doesn't always find his word*on the

first try, and we would refer him to the alphabetical
Indexes at the back.

Within sedfcLons, the more general terms are
usually put before the more specific terms. Por ex-

ample, tinder Plants, tree is put before its parts

branch and sap ; and then tree, branch , and sap come

before the specific names eb£|IX» papaya , and water*
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Chrau words may be of one or two syllables. In
2-syllable words the second syllable is always accent
ed and pronounced very distinctly. The first syllable
is almost never accented, and its vowel is often vaidr

able or obscure; so we have usually written the vowel
of the first syllable as a, though in some situations,
especially next to a s,£,J, or d we have written the
vowel as i, or occasionally as u or o« (In the index f

for simplicity, we have written~them~ all with a.)
Final codification of the rules for writing the first
syllable vowel will have to wait for a consensus of
Chrau writers.

First* syllable consonants are also somewhat un-
stable, with the voiced/voiceless distinction and the
l/r distinction frequently being neutral or shifting^
and some dialects assimilate while others diesimilate
tongue position in consonant dusters or between first

syllable and main syllable consonants.
i

Chrau does not have tones like Y etnamese nor
registers like Cambodian* Grammatical word classes,
however, affect intonation, so that emphatic s and
some negatives generally have a high tone, and some
Other particles generally have a low tone, making it
important to mark the tone on these words to avoid am*

biguity.
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trtfcrc het

cht co

at first

only

Tranfl-fot diu c&u
y

Initial adverbs

9 dSu dftm ra suddenly out

khi-khong vo suddenly into

ao, dung thunderously up, down

khi-khong xuSng suddenly down

keo ra slidingly out

vO ao noisily into

keo ra continuously around,
in

Trtf-dong-tiit Preverbal auxiliaries

|
me

'khoi

h6m

IhOm mo

h6m ndBh

;6q

avtn

i
sfiy

: <5?Lng

jtf gfch

un

18q

dran

tam, tam-

mcri

cung

mi

con

con y

crma

hil nay

khong

khCng

khGng

kh6ng

khfing co dau

co, khOng

xong, hit

ran

just then

also

instead

still

still

not yet

now, then

not

not

not

not

not

not, is

stop, quit, finished

vigorously

hanh~d§ng cho nhau reciprocal action
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_Lgai-ttl. Classifies

lfia c»i» «°a gen. claasifier
0&c mieng, cue cl.: small pieces ;i .

;

".

bUr "tf* bui cfiy small clump
<fem dam- group
r8ng dam, r0ttg lan large dump, area
Mi dSi '. ol pairs -

o8p cai(dfa,chieng, ol. dishes, gongs,
-j. chai...) bottlesJon nhum a pinch
mvu, ndu ugaoi cl . pe0ple
a,ha !•» «* cl. leaves, hair
n'hung o (ong) cl. beehives
ncong mieng (cay,may, cl. stalk-like object

, tre, but...)
n0m cai (cay) cl. trees
^^ la. mieng cl. flat things
rot

,
cai (nha') cl. houses

**P lo-p layer
tone 0&y' cai,(sung, cl. knives, tools

- na,dao...)
raway

' •<*. ol. string, hair

van6ng con ( thu-v4t) cl. large dead animals
v8a

- con (thu-vft) cl. animals
vttm mieng ngum mouthful (wine)

( ruo-u) . .

VaU lonS» kkuc (tay) section (arm, finger)
yw bO (chiSng) ..set (gongs)
(Cf. Mieu-ta: so-luo-ng. Descriptives: quantity)
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